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Power Production Movie Feature at Meeting of C. E. S.

Film Depicts Difficult Feats Of Driving and Lining Of Tunnels

At Student’s meeting on Wednesday, December 13, at North Hall of Belgrave, the showing of a motion picture was made, as a feature on the program, under the title "Power Production," a series of pictures illustrating electric power production in the New England field.

Cable News

power went to special use as all the tunnels in New England, including those in France, Britain, Germany, Italy, and most other countries as well, are depicted in the movie for the right-of-way for a railroad. The contractors were forced to blast out the tunnel sites, and the film also shows the right-way for a railroad to the site of the day, how the contractor was forced to blast out a large tunnel, how the tunnels were thrown across a great area, and how all the work as well as equipment could be moved across in small cars to the location immediately above the location where a tunnel was needed to be built to direct the water of the river from the tunnel heading and how intelligent models were designed so that the building and driving of the tunnels could be completed at the lowest cost. The same types of tunnels were used in the building of the project plans and the same type of tunnel building, so that it would be possible to use these tunnels under the same conditions.

CERAMIC LOSE TO CRIMSON VARIETY

Wenner, Star of Harvard Five Unsuccess Bengal in Second Half

(Continued from page 1) Though Harvar was the first to score, the Beavers came in the final minutes of the first half when Pierce, center on the Harvard team, sank two shots to make the score 17-15 in favor of the Engineers, who have a large lead over Harvard for the rest of the period. Wenner, who was in charge of the trip home, adds, for the trip home, and the period ended with the Engineers in the lead, 27 to 15.

A. E. S. Will Build Glider as Designed by Course XVI Men

Five Aeronaautical Students to Construct Glider Ready For Use in Fall

Despite the second term of the Institute will start the month of December, a glider will be constructed for the use of the Institute. This is the second glider which will be constructed in the new laboratories and will be constructed for the use of the Institute. A glider will be constructed for the use of the Institute and will be used for the purpose of flight in the fall of the year.
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